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The Fitbit Charge 3 is one of the company's most accomplished devices but offers the best fitness tracking experience the company has to offer in band design. Fitbit announced the Charge 3 in August 2018, and remains one of the best Fitbits around despite newer products such as the Fitbit Inspire HR
being introduced. It has now been alluded to by the Fitbit Charge 4, which features on-board GPS (a feature less than the Charge 3), but if you're specifically after a fitness tracker with fitbit branding this may be what you're looking for - especially now the price has dropped significantly. Fitbit Charge 3
offers a variety of exercise tracking modes along with sleep monitoring and heart rate in a lighter design than the Fitbit Charge 2. It also sports a bigger screen, plus it's also waterproof. What about Black Friday 2020? Black Friday and Cyber Monday are always great times to pick up fitness trackers, and
now that it has been toppled by newer models, there is an excellent chance that the Fitbit Charge 3 could be on the receiving end of major price cuts. If so, it is good to flick; it may lack on-board GPS, but it's still an excellent activity tracker that will serve you well. (Image credit: TechRadar) The cheapest
3 costs start at £129.99/$149.95/AU$229.95Now up to about £100/$130/AU$159Australia can also buy a Special Edition, but slightly differentlyYou can buy a Fitbit Charge 3 from Fitbit itself or various other third party retailers. Price-wise, the Charge 3 launched at £129.99/$149.95/AU$229.95, which is
exactly the same as the original list price of the Fitbit Charge 2 at launch. Special Edition fee 3 costs a little extra at £149.99/$169.95/AU$269.95. Those prices are now slightly fluctuating because the Fitbit Charge 3 has been out for a year or so, but very rarely will you see a price drop below
£100/$120/AU$200.Fitness trackers come with several different bands depending on which version you choose. It's worth noting if you live in Australia all versions of fitbit Charge 3 have Fitbit Pay support, but those in the US and UK must choose a Special Edition to be able to use the payment service.
You have a choice of purple woven materials with rose gold squares, or perforated white sports bands with graphite cases if you choose a 'Special Edition' device, while the standard Charge 3 comes with a classic black ribbon and graphite box or classic blue grey ribbon with rose gold box. If you choose
a special edition Charge 3, you'll also get an extra black classic strap thrown, but whichever tracker you choose, you can also buy a different strap Separate. There are classic bands from £19.99/$29.95/AU$49.95, sports bands from £24.99/$29.95/AU$49.95 and Horween Leather Bands from
£59.99/$49.95/// Credits: TechRadar) The design and look of the 40% larger screenLighter and thinnerNow is completely waterproofThe Fitbit Charge 3 has the same rectangular screen and band design as seen in its predecessor, the Charge 2, but the design has been refined and tweaked somewhat.
First, the Fitbit Charge 3 is thinner, making it look a little less fat on your wrist. It's also much lighter, as it's made of aluminum instead of stainless steel, which the body of the Fitbit Charge 2 is clad in. This makes the new device 20% lighter, and you can really feel the difference here. It also feels much
more comfortable as a result. However, one thing to note is that no button can be pressed on charge 3. That's because this one has a full touch screen rather than the tap-to-cycle screen we saw in Charge 2, which means you'll do most of your journey around its features with your finger on the screen.
(On the Fitbit Charge 2 you can only tap it to switch what's displayed). (Image credit: TechRadar) However, joining this function is an inductive button on the left edge of the tracker that you can use to wake the device or return the screen. This will give you a little tactile vibration feedback to let you know
that it works. We found that using this button can take some getting used to, because the functionality is not so obvious at first. There's a knack for the way you have to hit it in order to respond well to your taps, otherwise you'll find yourself tapping away aggressively until it recognizes your press (as we
did at first). However, once you get his talent, it works pretty well and proves to be a great way to navigate trackers. At the bottom, the PurePulse heart rate monitor remains but now joins the SpO2 Pulse oxymmetry sensor. This makes the overall finish much more rounded, and thus more comfortable on
the wrist. (Image credit: TechRadar) Another new update introduced on the Fitbit Charge 3 is the strap design. Instead of the chunky metal clip seen on charge 2, there is now only a small black button that pulls out the strap when pushed (as seen on Ionic for example), allowing you to easily change the
strap. One thing we will add is that the plastic straps that come bundled with the standard edition do feel a little cheap. Silicone straps (which you don't have to fork out for extras after purchase) will make a different world. Nevertheless, the strap feels comfortable, and compared to many other fitness
trackers, it's much easier to wear throughout the day. However, the biggest difference on the Charge 3 is the screen, which is 40% larger charge 2 display. It's still black and white, but it also has a slight increase in resolution as well as being the right touchscreen as we mentioned earlier. (Image credit:
TechRadar) Although that doesn't mean at the level seen in Versa Versa Ionic, the screen does its job and is able to display information clearly despite its small size - even in very bright conditions. Its monochrome appearance is a bit depressing to look at, especially when you compare it to Versa, but it
ensures battery usage remains minimal. Another big change in charge's third generation is its waterproofing. Charge 2 is only 'waterproof', which means it can handle a few splashes while you wash, or sweat while exercising. However, this time around Fitbit has ensured the Charge 3 can track your
swim. Although note this only swims in the pool and does not swim in open water. More on that later. Fitbit's 2020 best running watches have had great success in the fitness tracking and wearable community by offering quality products at an affordable price point, and perhaps that's why the Fitbit Charge
HR is so successful. With a long-lasting battery, accurate activity tracking, and an easy-to-use companion app, the Charge HR is much more than just a glorified pedometer. It wasn't all that exciting, though, and still very much looked like a standard fitness tracker. Fitbit Charge 2 vs Charge HR The best
fitness trackerNow Fitbit is back with a follow-up to the super popular Charge HR. With a new design, a bigger screen, and more useful activity tracking features, does the Charge 2 have what it takes to be your next wearable? We found that, and more, in our full Fitbit Charge 2 review. Review note: I've
been using the Fitbit Charge 2 as my primary fitness tracker for 17 days. Nexus 6P has been my smartphone companion of choice for the duration of this review. DesignPrior until 2016, Fitbit had design issues. Not that Charge HR, Surge or Flex look ugly, per se, they just look like every other fitness
tracker out there. Then in early 2016, the company launched two new fashion-focused devices, Alta and Blaze, which marked somewhat of a turning point for the company. Fitbit is starting to use more high-quality materials like stainless steel on its devices, and that's especially true for its latest fitness
trackers. Fitbit Alta reviewFitbit Blaze reviewThe Charge 2, like the previous Alta, sports a stainless steel chassis and a large tap-enabled screen. You will find one button on the left side of the device that is used to cycle through various modes and functions. Tapping the button will allow you to cycle
through the current time, heart rate, start activity, stopwatch, relaxation timer, and silent active alarm. You can delete any of these and reorder them all from within fitbit's companion app. You can tap the screen to cycle through your daily statistics, which include steps taken, heart rate, distance traveled,
calories burned, stairs up and minutes active. A larger view also means there is space for smartphone notifications Larger new look is certainly a welcome addition, as it not only allows more information to be displayed on one screen but also for a more unique watch face. There are a few to choose from 7 to be exact - and they all offer a good mix of style and functionality. A larger display also means there's more room for smartphone notifications. Although Charge HR can only provide call notifications, Charge 2 supports calls, texts, and calendar events. The actual look isn't that big, so notifications are
sometimes hard to read. Another thing to note - one of my main complaints with Charge HR is that the screen is scratched quite easily, and I'm happy to say that the problem has been fixed this time. I've been using Charge 2 for a few weeks now, and we still haven't seen scratches on this. Another big
design change you'll notice with Charge 2 is support for interchangeable bands. Charge 2 is offered in a selection of Black, Blue, Plum and Teal colors, as well as Special Edition Lavender/Rose Gold and Black/Gunmetal colors. You can buy one of these bands separately from the Fitbit website for $29.95
each. You can also opt for a more luxurious leather band at Brown, Blush Pink or Indigo if you don't mind spending an extra $69.95.Features and performanceLike equivalent to travel most fitness trackers in this price range, the Fitbit Charge 2 will track the steps you take, distance traveled, calories
burned, floor up, minutes active and sleep. You'll notice we didn't mention swimming tracking, though, and that's because this device won't survive in the water. But once again, Fitbit decided to leave proper waterproofing on its flagship fitness tracker, which we have to say is an annoying boy at the
moment. Fitbit has long been an innovator in the world of fitness tracking, but the company lags behind in this field. Garmin, Withings, Misfit, Xiaomi and most of Fitbit's other direct competitors have successfully launched fitness trackers with decent waterproof ratings, so it's unfortunate to see the Charge
2 sport a splash proof rating. It should be noted that Fitbit did launch its first waterproof fitness tracker, the Flex 2, at the same time as the Charge 2.When comparing it to each other, we found that the Charge 2 and Charge HR were basically on par with each other in terms of step tracking, with each just a
few steps away from each other after running or walking. We also took the Charge 2, Charge HR and Garmin vívoactive HR out for a walk for 500 steps, and all three in 4 steps with each other. Both Charge 2 and Charge HR count 506 steps, while HR vívoactive counts 502.Floor up and active minutes
metrics pretty much place in as well, but unfortunately, because of the Charge Charge not having GPS on the board distance metric will not be all that accurate. It's compatible with Fitbit's Connected GPS feature, which lets you use your phone's GPS to get more accurate distance tracking and speed
results. That of course means you have to carry your phone while exercising, which isn't all comfortable for most people. Like the latest Fitbit devices, the Charge 2 comes with Fitbit's PurePulse optical heart rate monitor, which will help you track your active and resting heart rate. We were very impressed
with charge 2 break heart rate readings, although active readings, not surprisingly, can sometimes be a little off. We tested the PurePulse heart rate monitor against the Wahoo TICKR X chest strap on several occasions, and most of the time, the PurePulse sensor appears short around 5 pm or more.
Below you will find screenshots of Wahoo TICKR X vs Fitbit Charge 2 during the same run. Notice the difference between peak heart rate readings on TICKR X (towards the end of exercise) and Charge 2 readings at the same point. TICKR X records a peak reading of ~176bpm, while Charge 2 only
records ~130bpm at this time. Wahoo TICKR X reading Fitbit Charge 2 readingSThe Charge 2 will automatically track running, running and cycling, thanks to SmartTrackOne of the best things about using Fitbit devices is the company's powerful automated activity tracking software, or SmartTrack. Fitbit
Charge 2 can automatically track walking, running, outdoor cycling and elliptical exercises, and will categorize each into groups - Sports (high-intensity movement activities like basketball and soccer) and Aerobic Exercise (Zumba, cardio-kickboxing, etc.). SmartTrack is usually very impressive when it
comes to recognizing which activity you're doing, but we still recommend starting a workout manually if you can remember it. Automatically tracked exercises won't track distance or speed, for example. In the screenshot below, you can see the screen labeled Bike is an exercise where I start my activity
manually from the tracker, and the screen labeled Outdoor Bike is an activity tracked by SmartTrack. Speaking of automatic activity recognition, fitbit Charge 2 will automatically track your sleep every night. No need to tap the sleep button now or anything before you hit the straw. Make sure you fall asleep
while wearing your Fitbit, and it will have sleep statistics waiting for you in the morning. Charge 2 can record your total sleep time and sleep quality, as measured by how many times you wake up and how many times you become restless throughout the night. In all, we've found Charge 2 accurate on the
front of sleep tracking, without any glaring errors as far as we can The tracker also supports silent alarms, which are always great to see on fitness wearable devices mounted on the wrist. Related: Best Sleep TrackerFitbit also introduces some new features to charge 2 that will help users stay healthy and
relax overtime. The first feature of this new feature is your Cardio Fitness Level measurement. Found in the heart rate section of the Fitbit app, a personalized score based on your VO2 Max estimates (how well your body uses oxygen when you work hardest) will rank you on your overall cardiovascular
fitness. Vo2 Max estimates are pretty much the gold standard for assessing cardiovascular fitness. Basically, the higher your VO2 Max and Cardio Fitness Scores, the better your cardiovascular fitness. The higher your VO2 Max and Cardio Fitness Score, the better your cardiovascular fitness while cardio
fitness scores will definitely help some people make improvements to their workouts in the long run, this feature is somewhat tucked away in the heart rate section of the Fitbit app. You won't find it on the home screen of the Fitbit app (aka dashboard), and unless you're actually browsing around the app,
you probably won't find it. It's just a strange place to put great new features, we guess. One other new feature in Charge 2 is guided breathing on the device. Fitbit calls it Relax. Once you navigate to Relax on your Charge 2, your device will start walking you through 2 to 5 minute breathing exercises that
will help you reduce stress, reduce anxiety and lower blood pressure. Each breathing session is powered by a Fitbit PurePulse heart rate monitor, of course. It uses your real-time heart rate statistics to measure your heart rate variability and determine the best breathing rate that suits your needs. Do we

think this is a new feature that changes the game? Not really, but the options are there if you need help calming down from time to time. Fitbit claims the Charge 2 can last up to five days at a time, and we've found that that's somewhat true. With moderate use and the heart rate monitor set to automatic,
we can only achieve a little more than 4 days of battery life. It's entirely possible to make it last an extra day with the heart rate monitor turned off, but you should expect less than that if you want to record your heart rate. As far as charging is concerned, we prefer this method over a small Charge HR
charging cable. With Charge 2, simply hold the charger around the device chassis, plug it into a USB outlet, and you're ready. There's even a hole in the grip to fit around the Physical Charge 2 button so you know which way to wear it. Fitbit Charge 2Fitbit Charge HRDisplay1.5-inch multi-line OLED Tap
displayNarrow OLED Tap displayHeart rate monitorYes, optical, opticalGPSNo, Connected GPSNoWater GPSNoWater splash proofNo, splash proofSleep trackingYes, automaticYes, automaticEstimated VO2 max, guided breathingYesNoSilent alarmsYesYesNotificationsCall, text and calendar
alertsCallBattery lifeUp to 5 daysUp to 5 daysSensorsOptical heart rate monitor 3-axis accelerometer Altimeter Vibration motorOptical heart rate monitor 3-axis accelerometer Altimeter Vibration motorCompatibilityWindows, Mac, Android, iOS, WebWindows, Mac, Android, iOS, WebInterchangeable
bandsYesNoColorsStandard: Black, Blue, Plum, Teal Special edition: Lavender/Rose Gold, Black/GunmetalBlack, Blue, Plum, Tangerine, TealDimensionsSmall: 139.7mm - 170.2mm (21.3mm wide) Large: 170.2mm - 205.7mm (21.3mm wide) XL: 205.7mm - 236.2mm (21.3mm wide)Small: 137mm 157.5mm (21mm wide) Large: 157.5mm - 193mm (21mm wide)PriceStandard: $149.95 Special edition: $179.95 Additional classic bands: $29.95 Additional leather bands: $69.95$129.99 SoftwareHere at Android Authority, we're huge fans of Fitbit's smartphone companion app. It's well designed, easy to
use, and gives you all your important stats on the main screen in an easy-to-digest layout. The main main screen, or Dashboard, gives you quick access to your daily statistics, including your steps taken, heart rate, distance traveled, calories burned, floor up, active minutes, weight, sleep statistics, food
plan and water consumption. If you want to get detailed information about any of these statistics, just tap the category. You'll then be taken to your weekly, monthly, and yearly history for that metric. If you want to change your tracker settings, click the device name at the top of the Dashboard. This is
where you'll be able to manage call and text notifications, move reminders, wrist placement, silent alarms, and more. The best fitness app for AndroidE's also a slide-out navigation menu on the left that allows you to access your Dashboard, daily challenges, friends, and account settings. The Challenge
section is home to many daily and weekly goals that aim to help you go the extra mile (literally). You can also invite friends to take part in challenges with you. For example, you and your friends can see who can take the most steps in 24 hours, or see who can take the most steps between Monday and
Friday.T more, you can also share data from the Fitbit app with a number of other services. Whether you're using Lose It!, RunKeeper, or MyFitnessPal, you can share data between apps. GaleriShould you bought it? You can buy a Fitbit Charge 2 for just $149.95 on Amazon in Black, Blue, Plum and Teal
color options. The Special Edition Charge 2 variant can be found on fitbit's website for $179.95, Additional leather ribbons are available for $69.95 each. So is it worth buying? Yes, of course. If you are buying a fitness tracker within this price range, it is difficult not to consider considering Cost 2. With a
much better design, a bigger look, more smartphone notifications and some new tracking features, the Charge 2 certainly offers a lot for a $150 price point. No, you don't get built-in GPS, heart rate monitors can be much more accurate, and hardcore fitness enthusiasts may find the features set up a little
less. But despite its fallout, the Charge 2 is a great option if you're looking for wearables to help track your activity levels. Want to take one for yourself? Visit the Amazon link below for more details. What do you think about Fitbit Charge 2? 2?
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